
 

 

Winter 2016 Class Schedule 

Our class sizes are small to ensure a great learning experience.  As a result, they fill quickly so you'll want to 
register as soon as possible by the stopping by the shop or giving us a call at 970-407-1461. 

Class fees are due in full when registering for a class.  Any additional supplies and materials needed for the class 
(excluding kits) will be discounted 20% and can be purchased when registering or on the day of your class.  
 
Registration for our classes closes a calendar week before the class meets, so call early to secure your spot.  If you 
need to cancel, you must do so a week in advance of the class or you will not be refunded. 

We reserve the right to cancel a class.  If this occurs, you'll be contacted as early as possible, and we'll try to 
reschedule the class or transfer your registration to the next available class. 

January 
 

 Demonstration: Tips and Tricks 
When: January 9th (Saturday) from 9-10am 
Instructor: Amelia 
Cost: FREE  

One of our favorite things about crafting is that it teaches us new things every day.  Our customers are as rich a 
source for new techniques as youtube videos and Craftsy classes can be.  We’ve selected a handful of some of our 
favorite tips and tricks that we’d like to share with you to make your crafting flow more smoothly.  Come join us 
and see what we teach each other! Class limit: 8 
Bring light colored waste yarn and corresponding needles to class. 
 

   
 Demonstration: Purl Bee’s Color Dipped Hat 

When: January 9th (Saturday) from 10-11am 
Instructor: Amelia 
Cost: FREE (excluding yarn and supplies) 

One of the newest Purl Bee patterns creates a deliciously warm hat that 
has some fun hints of color at the rim created with a Fisherman’s Rib.  The 
pattern has sizing from baby to large adult and can be worn in several 
ways.  Amelia has knit up several versions of this hat and will demonstrate 
three different cast-ons to help you get started on your project.  Join us for 
a one hour demonstration of the long tail, long tail tubular and provisional 
tubular cast on techniques. Class limit: 6 
Bring two different light colored waste yarns and corresponding 
needles to class. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 Learn to Knit 
When: January 16th & 23rd (Saturdays) from 9-10:30am 
Instructor: Robin 
Cost: Free with the purchase of $10 supply kit  

Join Robin for an introductory course in knitting! Students will learn the basics of knitting that will give them the 
skills required to make a scarf, pillow cover, or washcloth.  We will cover casting on, the knit and purl stitch, 
binding off on a sample swatch; as well as various other handy skills like reading your stitches and how to create 
simple stitch patterns. Don’t worry if you don’t understand what all that means… Robin will teach you!  Class limit: 
6 
Bring supply kit (available for purchase at sign up) with you to class. 
 

 
 Honey Cowl – Intermediate Class 

When: January 16th & 23rd (Saturdays) from 11-12:30pm 
Instructor: Robin 
Cost: $35 (excluding yarn and supplies) 
 
The Honey Cowl is a wildly popular infinity scarf pattern 
that we absolutely love.  The simple slip stitch pattern 
creates a dense waffle-like fabric for warmth and supple 
drape. This flexible pattern can be worked in four different 
sizes using just one or two skeins of yarn.  This is an 
excellent intermediate project for beginning knitters eager 
to graduate to the next level. Join Robin and learn to cast on 
to work in the round and get started on your cowl.  Class 
limit: 6 
Bring one skein of worsted weight yarn and US 7 20" 
circular needles to class. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 Intermediate Fair Isle Color Work: Ella Funt Sweater 
When: January 16th & February 6th (Saturdays) Jan 16th: 10-
11:30am, Feb 6th: 10-12:30pm 
Instructor: Johanna 
Cost: $45 (excluding yarn and supplies) 
Join Johanna for an intermediate course in color work knitting 
that will take your skills to the next level! Instead of working in 
the round and steeking, we’ll work on Pamela Wynne’s darling 
Ella Funt cardigan and learn the basics of stranded color 
knitting by working back and forth with knits and purls.  
Johanna will walk through the pattern and the basics of chart 
reading in the first session.  You’ll have several weeks to do 
your homework getting the sleeves and body of the sweater 
ready to join in the second class.  We’ll dive into Fair Isle 
knitting while working the yoke of this little sweater and 
Johanna will demonstrate finishing techniques that will ensure 
success.  Students should have a working knowledge of casting 

on, knitting, purling and with working in the round.  Familiarity with color work knitting is a plus.  Class limit: 6 
Bring four colors of sport weight yarn and size 4 circular and dpn needles.  Bring scrap yarn to class for 
practice. 

http://www.ravelry.com/patterns/library/honey-cowl
http://www.ravelry.com/patterns/library/ella-funt


 
 Fixing Mistakes 

When: January 21st (Thursday) from 5:30-7pm 
Instructor: Lindsay 
Cost: FREE 

Let’s all admit it; there are times when knitting can become frustrating because of a dropped stitch or constant 
unraveling. Let Lindsay help by teaching you how to get over the inevitable speed bumps. In this class, students 
will learn basic fixes like making vertical and horizontal corrections; unraveling, recognizing and correcting 
twisted and skipped stitches, and common causes for too many or too few stitches. Before class, students will be 
asked to make a 4 inch Stockinette swatch with worsted weight yarn. Don’t bind off. Class limit: 6 
Bring your knitted swatch with you to class, and a crochet hook and any knitting needle size 5 or smaller. 
 

 
 Churchmouse Ribbed Beanie & Handwarmers 

When: January 23rd (Saturday) from 10am – 12pm 
Instructor: Julie C. 
Cost: $25 (excluding yarn and supplies)  
 
Looking to start the new year with some fresh knitting skills?  Join Julie for 
a class that will get new knitters started on a beautiful project: 
Churchmouse Yarns & Teas’ Ribbed Beanie & Handwarmers.  As part of 
the First Projects collection, this pattern is intended for newer knitters 
wanting to get a solid understanding of the basics. Each pattern is a 
“twosie” -- two projects in one, and includes more photo tutorials for the 
techniques particular to those projects. While simple, these projects create 
accessories that even advanced knitters will want to wear.  And Julie will 
provide you with support and encouragement to ensure smooth sailing 
through the project.  Students should be familiar with casting on, working 
knit and purl stitches, and binding off. 
Class limit: 6 
Project materials will be available at a 20% discount at sign up.  Cast 

of for the ribbed beanie and work the first 6 inches of the hat.  We’ll cover decreases and switching to 
double pointed needles in class. 
 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Fearless Knitting 
 
 

Does the idea of knitting a garment that you won’t want to wear have you reluctant to cast on for more challenging 
projects?  Join Kate for a friendly and informative week of workshops where we will take some first steps towards 
getting you ready to knit more flattering knits.   
 
Kate Salomon is returning to My Sister Knits for a weeklong series of workshops and private tutorial sessions to 
help you gain more confidence in your craft and kick your knitting up a notch.  Instead of learning the hard way, 
with project failures that teach us our most valuable lessons; spend the week with Kate and let her share her 
mistakes and gained experience in an effort to get you knitting projects that you’ll love! 
 
In conjunction with these group workshops, Kate will be available for private one on one time to work on specific 
questions, solve problems or talk techniques.  You can schedule time to plan your next project or fix one that you’d 
like some help with.  These private tutorial hours are $25.  Call the shop at 970-407-1461 for availability. 

http://www.ravelry.com/patterns/library/ribbed-beanie--handwarmers


 
 Yarn 101 

When: January 23rd (Saturday) 9-11am 
Instructor: Kate 
Cost: $30 * (special package pricing information below) 

Using skeins that can be found in the shop, Kate will cover how fiber content, ply and construction as well as gauge 
can work to create various types of fabrics.  She’ll discuss various features and benefits that a knitter may want to 
keep in mind while selecting a yarn.  She’d like participants to each bring an example of a project that worked and a 
project that didn’t so that we can look at specific examples of how yarn choice can affect the finished project.  Class 
limit: 10. 

 
 Search Ravelry like a professional! 

When: January 23rd (Saturday) 2-4pm 
Instructor: Kate 
Cost: $30 * (special package pricing information below) 

With over half a million patterns to choose from, how can you zero in on the right project?  Kate will demonstrate 
how to use the Ravelry pattern and yarn databases to find great pattern options that will flatter and make the best 
use of the yarns you’d like to work with.  She will share her tips on how to interpret the included information on 
the pattern page to help provide clarity on yarn selection and substitution.  Class Limit: 10. 
 

 Flattering Knits 
When: January 26th (Tuesday) from 6-8pm 
Instructor: Kate  
Cost: $30 * (special package pricing information below) 

Does the idea of making a finished sweater that you won’t want to wear have you reluctant to cast on for your first 
sweater?  Join Kate for a friendly and informative workshop where we will take some first steps towards getting 
you ready to knit flattering knits.  We will take body measurements, figure out body types, and discuss design 
elements that will make the most of our beautiful features.  Inspired by Amy Herzog’s new book and Craftsy class, 
Knit to Flatter, we will help you identify what kinds of sweater patterns will be most flattering for you, and discuss 
how to adjust patterns to ensure a personal fit.  Class limit: 12. 
 
* You can sign up for the $30 individual workshop sessions and book an hour of private tutorial time with 
Kate at $25 an hour as your schedule allows, or you can sign up for complete workshop package (that 
includes participation in all three workshops as well as a private hour with Kate) for a discounted price of 
$100.  Be sure to reserve your spot early as these intimate classes will fill quickly. 
 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

 
 Beginner’s Knit: Flyaway Blanket 

When: January 30th (Saturday) from 9-11am 
Instructor: Amelia 
Cost: $25 (excluding yarn and supplies) 
Our shop sample of tincanknits’ Flyaway Blanket has been such 
a hit that we’ve kitted up the project and now have a class that 
will walk you through this delightful project for a blankie of 
your own.  Join Amelia to go through the pattern in detail, get 
cast on, and discuss changing colors.  She can provide you with 
many tips for success.  This is a perfect class for new knitters 
eager to try something new! Join her FREE demo in March to 
learn how to seam your finished blanket and how to pick up 
stitches for a beautiful finished edge. Class limit: 6. 
Project kits will be available for purchase at registration. 

http://www.ravelry.com/patterns/library/fly-away-2


 

February 
 

 Demonstration: Polka Knot Hat 
When: February 6th (Saturday) from 9-10am 

Instructor: Amelia 
Cost: FREE (excluding yarn and supplies) 

We’ve found a great project that we think will make for a perfect 
Valentine’s gift. This quick knit hat is created with bulky yarn and the 
little polka knots add a splash of welcome color.  Join Amelia for a 
demonstration of the polka knot stitch.  You can get cast on for your hat 
and gain some confidence with the pattern and have a finished hat by 
the end of the weekend! Class limit: 6 
Project kits will be available for purchase in fun Valentine color 
combinations. 
 

 Fixing Mistakes 
When: February 18th (Thursday) from 5:30-7pm 

Instructor: Lindsay 
Cost: FREE 

Let’s all admit it; there are times when knitting can become frustrating 
because of a dropped stitch or constant unraveling. Let Lindsay help by 
teaching you how to get over the inevitable speed bumps. In this class, 
students will learn basic fixes like making vertical and horizontal 

corrections; unraveling, recognizing and correcting twisted and skipped stitches, and common causes for too many 
or too few stitches. Before class, students will be asked to make a 4 inch Stockinette swatch with worsted weight 
yarn. Don’t bind off. Class limit: 6 
Bring your knitted swatch with you to class, and a crochet hook and any knitting needle size 5 or smaller. 
 

 Introduction to Magic Loop Socks 
When: February 6th, 13th & 20th (Saturdays) 9-11am 
Instructor: Karen 
Cost: $65 (excluding yarn and supplies) 

 
The magic loop is a wonderful technique that you’ll be able to use on socks, sleeves, hats and more.  Karen will 
share her tips and tricks in combination with an introductory sock class.  This may be the sock class you’ve been 
waiting for!  She will guide you through the basics from size, gauge and cast-ons in the first session.  After a bit of 
homework, you’ll meet again to discuss heel techniques and practice the Dutch heel on your sock. The last session 
will cover toe construction and seamless seaming for a finished sock! Students should have a working knowledge 
of casting on, knitting, purling and with working in the round.  Class limit: 6 
Project materials will be available at a 20% discount at sign up.  Please bring to class one 400 yd. skein of 
Fingering weight yarn, 40" circular needles size US1 or US2 ( 2.25 or 2.50mm); crochet hook (B 1-2.25 mm) 
to pick up gusset stitches, darning needle for Kitchener stitch, and stitch markers. 
 



 

March 
 

 Demonstration: Garter Stitch Seaming and Picking up Stitches 
When: March 5th (Saturday) from 9-10am 
Instructor: Amelia 
Cost: FREE (excluding yarn and supplies) 

Garter Stitch seaming is easy breezy when you’ve learned how!  Join Amelia to learn how to create beautifully 
finished seams for your Flyaway Blanket (or any other garter stitch project that needs finishing).  If time allows, 
she will also demonstrate how to pick up stitches so that you can finish your blankie with excellent results!  Class 
limit: 8 
Bring your finished Flyaway Blanket squares to class. 
 
 
More Winter Classes will be added in upcoming weeks.  Please check our website, Facebook page and our 
Event board in the shop for news! 

http://www.ravelry.com/patterns/library/fly-away-2

